Grade K Parent Letter Literature References

KU1
- Emberley, Rebecca. *My numbers/mis numerous.*
- Falwell, Cathryn. *Feast for 10.*
- Mariconda, Barbara. *Sort it Out!.*
- Martin, Bill. *Chicka Chicka 1, 2, 3.*
- Otoshi, Kathryn. *Zero.*
- Roth, Susan L. *My Love for You All Year Round.*
- Wormell, Christopher. *Teeth Tails and Tentacles.*

KU2
- Mora, Pat. *Uno, Dos, Tres: One, Two, Three.*
- Martin, Bill. *Chicka Chicka 1, 2, 3.*
- Wormell, Christopher. *Teeth Tails and Tentacles.*

KU3
- MacDonald, Suse. *Shape by Shape.*
- Onyefulu, Ifeoma. *A Triangle for Adaora: An African Book of Shapes*
- Schachner, Judy. *Skippyjon Jones Shape Up.*
- Thong, Roseanne. *Round is a Mooncake.*

KU4
- Murphy, Stuart J. *Super Sand CastleSaturday*
- More, Pat. *Uno, Dos, Tres: One, Two, Three.*
- Wormell, Christopher. *Teeth, Tails and Tentacles: An Animal Counting Book*
- Murphy, Stuart J. *Monster Musical Chairs.*
KU5
- Hoban, Tana. *Cubes, Cones, Cylinders and Spheres.*
- Murphy, Stuart J. *Captain Invincible and the Space Shapes.*
- Nagel, Karen. *Shapes that Roll.*
- Thong, Roseanne. *Round is a Mooncake: A Book of Shapes.*

KU6
- Deitz Shea, Pegi, Weill, Cynthia and Viet-Dinh, Pahm. *Ten Mice for Tet!*
- Martin, Bill. *Chicka Chicka 1, 2, 3.*
- Sayre, April Pulley and Sayre, Jeff. *One is a Snail, Ten is a Crab.*

KU7
- Aber, Linda Williams. *Grandma’s Button Box (Math Matters).*
- Baer, Edith. *This Is The Way We Eat Our Lunch.*
- Keenan, Sheila. *More or Less a Mess.*
- Murphy, Stuart J. *The Best Vacation Ever.*
- Pluckrose, Henry Arthur. *Sorting (Math Counts).*
- Todd, Mark. *Food Trucks!*

KU8
- Murphy, Stuart J. *Leaping Lizards.*
- Sayre, April and Sayre, Jeff. *One is a Snail, Ten is a Crab.*
- Slater, Teddy. *98, 99, 100! Ready or Note, Here I Come!*
- Viggers, Katie. *1 to 20, Animals Aplenty.*
- Walsh, Ellen Stoll. *Balancing Act.*
- Yektai, Niki. *Bears at the Beach Counting 10 to 20.*